Envisioning the World We Want

Request for Proposals
Funding Available

The Dartmouth Centers Forum (DCF), in conjunction with the 250th Anniversary of Dartmouth, invites proposals for programming from students, faculty, and staff that address its 2018-2019 theme, Envisioning the World We Want.

At a moment in which great divisions threaten our world, how can we challenge ourselves to step bravely into the future? The Dartmouth Centers Forum invites you to create programming in 2019 that inspires, sparks cross-campus dialogue, and embodies the words of Alan Kay: “The best way to predict the future is to invent it.”

Through this Request for Proposals (RFP), the DCF hopes the goal can be achieved in creative ways such as panels, workshops, discussions, and performances that create programming around this theme and work to draw students, staff, and faculty into bravely inventing our shared future together.

Proposals must be submitted by end-of-day on Monday, February 11th

http://dartgo.org/def_2018_grants

www.dartmouth.edu/~centersforum

For questions or more information email:
Dartmouth.Centers.Forum@dartmouth.edu